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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
. - . 
This is a study of the role o:f·the presenting; 
complaint in a Child Guidance Olinic. Two groups were 
studied in reference to scholastic achievement. The 
parents inGone group presented the problem as a major con-
oer.n. In the second group~ although the problem existed~ 
it was not presented by the p~ents as a major concern. 
The :focus of this study will be to explore the parental 
attitudes which contribute to influencing parents view~ 
ing the poor scholastic achievement o:f their child as a 
problem with which they need help. 
The problem presented. by the client at his :first 
contact with the agency has long been seen as important. 
This is the problem he is moat concerned about and wants-
help with. Thus, he is more motivated to work on this 
problem than any other. Since motivation is an important 
:factor of treatment, the presenting problem takes on in-
creased diagnostic importance. ~uite :frequently during 
the intake process, the social worker is able to identify 
other areas of difficulty. However, what the social worker 
sees as a problem may not be viewed in the same light _by 
the client. If the social worker continued his exploration 
and treatment under these conditions, he would be imposing 
his values on the client. The client would not be receptive 
1 
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to the worker's approach. Therefore, the possibility o:r 
the client dropping out of treatment would be greatly en-
hanced. The writer :reels that any infor-mation that would 
aid the social worker in understanding the elientts lack 
o:r motivation woUld be helpful in enabl.ing the social 
worker to ga11ge .the client's receptiveness to e.xpl.oration 
and treatment. 
In this study twenty families o:r latency-aged 
. ' 
-boys with poor schol.astic achievementwere chosen from the 
oases presently in treatment at the alinic. The :rol.l.owing 
areas were expl.ol"ed in eac-h case:· background character-
istics; symp.tom .cha:racteristiCH3 and parental. attitudes to 
it; parental attitudes to thei:t- own chil.dhood and to 
their son •. Also, the parental. attitudes to the possibil.ity 
o:r the probl~lfl being sol.ved and who was going to sol.ve the 
problem• 
... The· focus of ~his study· is the parental attitudes 
to the symptom ot poor scholastic achievement. However, 
the parental attitudes to the child and their own childhood 
were also explored·, for it was felt that this could have an 
influence on the parental attitudes toward the symptom. 
The symptom o:r poor scholastic achievement was chosen be-
cause it occurs frequently in a child guidance clinic and. 
·. is not always presented as a problem. 
The setting o:r this study is the Worcester Youth 
Guid~nc.e Oenter establ.ished in 1922 and offering services 
2 
to Worcester and the surttounding communities of Auburn, 
Boylston,·Grafton, Holden, I:reicester, Millbury, Paxton, 
Shrewsbury, and West. Boylston. The service is offered to 
children between the ages of three to eighteen with emo-
tional problems and their families. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 
This is a study or the role or the presenting 
problem in a child guidance clinic with speciric focus on 
the parental attitudes of two groups of families of latency-
aged boys with poorscho1astic achievement. One group of 
parents saw the poor scholastic achievement of their child 
as a problem with which they needed help, as opposed to 
the second group in which this amount of concern was IDt 
evident. 
The presenti.m.g problem is that problem which has 
brought the client to the agency asking ror help. This 
may be the central problem or it may be secondary to other 
problemswhich th~ wdrker may identiry •. However, this 
problem is.distinguished from any Qthel'l' by the fact that 
. -
the olient,ha$: chosen to focus on it ·as . ._ major concern. 
In vie·w C)r 'tl.lis 1;he caseworker. must also. consider it in 
this 11gb,~. :P~rl,itlan states: 
The l'r9P..~~:m i)J the client • s P;>9bl.~Ir1i, and his im-
i;t~s:r~· :o -~h! ::!~1:!t!8 i;h!~c~~~!:e:e:di~e:!; 
ti"!J,ly be .the central problem,, or it may be a peri-
pheral one on which he has centered his concern. 
Whichever it.is, common sense tells us that, since 
we can help with a problem only through the person 
who }la~;~ it,, we must, at leas~.,-.a~ 'f~rst, start with 
the troubled person•s center' ot concern, with what 
.he ,te_e,lJ!I_ :ts.- erucial.l 
lp~rlman, Helen, Social pasework:, pp. 29-30. 
~e presenting problem is important even though it 
may not be the central problem because it is that problem 
.which the client is most anxious about at this time. In 
order to show the client that we understand or want to 
understand, we must start where he is and go at his pace. 
The worker who does not keep this basic principle in mind 
is taking the r~sk of' losing the client. Perl.m.an. states: 
Sometimes the caseworker is so clear in his own 
mind that the problem the client presents is not 
the "real" one, or he is so eager to establish 
his -own speculations about the problem's sources, 
that he starts to :f'oous upon the areas o:f' his, 
rather than the client'.s, interests. 'When this 
happens, he may :f'ind that he has gaineq :f'u11 com-
prehension o:f' the problem but has lost the person 
Whose problem it is.2 . 
The worker mttst understand that the problem is 
the olientts problem and since he is the one that 1& ex-
periencing it, his view of' the problem will most often be 
di:f':f'erent from that o:f' the workerts. Since the problem 
has particular signi:f'icanoe to the client, the worker must 
attempt to understand how the client views the problem. 
Perlman observes that: 
However"ordinarytt a problem might be,. whatever 
its frequency of occurrence,. however simple its 
solution may appear to the observer, it has par-
ticular, personal meaning to one who is involved 
in it. A problem may be seen and understood by 
annonlooker; it is always,. in addition, felt by 
its carrier, and it is experienced with the par-
ticularity of' individual di:f':f'erence. There are, 
2Ibid., p. 30. 
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to be sure, reactions common among a11 of us to 
certain kinds of difficulties, but. the quality and 
intensity of our feelings and the ways in which we 
attempt to defend against3or cope with them are different for eaoh of us. · 
Perlman f~ther states: 
The significance of this under$tanding•-that 
problems have subjective as well as objective 
import--is that what any gi~en person oan or 
will do about his problem will.be greatly af-
fected by his feelings about it. Thus, the 
caseworker must elicit and often d~al with such 
feelings so that they may implament rather than 
obstruct the clientt.s work on his problem.4 
Ill child guidance the problem which the parent 
presents is the child•s. The degree o:f parental motiva-
tion is ~n important factor in the treatment of the ohild. 
Therefore, how the parent views the problem is important. 
Hamilton states: 
The responsibility of keeping a young child in 
treatment remains the parent's not the worker•s; 
older children must be allowed by the parents to 
come. The worker does not have and should not 
assume ther::'right to compel a child to come for 
treatment.~ · . 
However, even though the parent does not see the 
-
poor scholastic achievement of the child as.a problem, 
it still exists as a problem for the child. We as social 
workers are committed to making it possible for the indi-
vidual to achieve according to his ability. In the case 
3Ibid., p. 35. 
b.Ibid., p. 35. 
5aamilton, Gordon, Psychotherapy in Ohild Guidance, 
pp. 285-2.86. 
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of children, this cannot be done with the exlcuaion of 
the parents, for as Hamilton states: 
The essence of the therapeutic aim is to approach 
the parents, not as obstacles to the childls pro-
gress which must be smoothed away, but to enlist 
them in the search to remove obstacles in the 
child' a path.6 
In many instances it is di:f."ticul t to enlist the 
help of the parents for the child due to the problema that 
they themselves have as individ~la and/or parents. Poole 
states: 
Parents of children who are having difficulty in · 
achaol are troubled parents. They may be troubled 
individuals, as individuals, b~t they are also 
troubled parents. These parents need help with 
the problem there may be :f."or them in their childla 
di:f.":f."iculty. This is referred to as help to parents 
in behalf ot their children, but it must be clear 
in the social worker's mind that it is help to 
parents, and the parents must feel the genuineness 
of the help if it is to be effective.? 
Society recognizes that school plays an important 
part in a o~ldla development and that it provides both a 
challenge and an opportunity for him. There he is expected 
to acquire knowledge and skills and to learn conformity in 
many respects. The parent who does not recognize this ~s 
at odds with society. Therefore, a problem exists in his 
adjustment to or acceptance of societal values •. In order 
6Ibid., p. 284. 
7Poole, Florenc.e., ."-Working .:with Parents of School 
Ohildren," Social Work in the Schools, S~leeted Papers 
NASW, p. 39. 
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to be of service to the parent and the child we must at" 
tempt to understand this problem, especially in relation 
to its possible causality. It is to this end that this 
study is dedicated. 
The background characteristics of these families 
were studied because of the sigJJ.if'icance of' social class 
values in formulating parental attitudes. By and large, 
-
our schools promote middleeclass values. Most teachers 
come from a middle-class background and are exponents of 
. 
the particular vaiues of their class. The child in school 
is judged.in relation to middle"class standards, whether 
this is his particular class orientation or not. There-
fore, if' these standards are not the class standards of 
the parents, it is improbable that they would be overly 
concerned if theix- child fails to meet .them. Woods indi ... 
cates: 
ahildren in the middle classes are taught to strive 
for good grades, to merit the praise of the teacher, 
and to refrain from aggression, cursing, and sex 
relations. The families in the lower classes tend 
to ingtill in their children norms directly oppo-
site. 
However, the middle"class oriented school system 
also presents an opportunity for vertical mobility of' the 
lower class family. Broom and Selznick list education as 
Bwoods, Sister Francis Jerome, The American Family 
System, p. 307. -
8 
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a major factor in attaining vertical mobility.9 In that 
this opportunity is offered, it does not necessarily mean 
that it will be accepted. · T.he family must be desirous 
of mobility in the social strata before it can make effec-
tive use of the educational system as a means of attaining 
their goal. Woods states: 
School is not necessarily a social elevator; for 
~hose who have lost hope ~n mobility or who never 
entertained any hope, it is a s;ymbol·o:f a oompe ... 
tition in which they do not believe they can sue ... 
ceed.10 .. 
~e parental attitudes toward their own childhood 
were studied because earlier experiences have a more di-
rect influence on the individual than do class values. 
These earlier experiences inf'luence the parentts attivude 
toward s~ilar experiences with their child. Hamilton 
states: 
Serious rejection usually stems from the original 
experience now carried over to a second generation. 
It is not this child that the parent rejects but 
this child has touched off her feelings of being 
unloved by her own parents.ll 
Wichman and Langford support Hamiltonts statement 
in the following: 
Conflicts in .feelings in early relationships are 
later r~.f~ected in the parent's relationship with 
p. 194. 
9Broom, Leonard and Selznick, Philip, Sociology, 
l0woods, Sister Francis Jerome, ~· cit., p. 308. 
llHamilton, Gordon, Q.E.• ~., p.-z77. 
9 
the child. ·The pressures, the over meticulous 
care or neglect bear a relation to those which 
figured conspicuously in the parent's own home 
earlier.l2 
Since it is possible for the child to reactivate 
or bring to mind s~ilar conflicts that the parents them-
selves experienced, it is also possible that the parent's 
attitude toward the child's problem will be similar to 
their attitude toward their own past problem. Poole indi-
cates this in her article: 
No matter how many years may have intervened nor 
}low much graduate education may have been added, 
when an adult is confronted with the problem of 
a child in school, some remnants of the child in 
school was himself are bound to reappear. This 
is evidenced in all interviews with parents.re-
garding school problem~~. Almost w1 thout excep.-
tion one finds such statements as, "~en I was 
in school," "I had a teacher," "My grades,were 
poor until.high school."l3 . . 
T.he problems that can arise from the parent's 
over-identifying.with the child due to the similarity of 
school experiences are inn~erable. · This over-identifi-
cation often causes the parent to minimize the child's 
problem. because the parents, as children, had. similar 
experiences in school and were able to cope with them 
successfully. 
In the literature the author found that the par-
en.t ts. own. sc]:u;>ol experience can be an important factor 
12Wiolmnan and Lan~ford, "The Parent in the Child-
rents Psyeb,iatrio Clinic,' Journal of Orthopsych~atry, 
Vol. X~V i3~~oi!~· Fiorenee~ op. eft., p~ 38. . 
- ----
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in .formulating an attitude toward the child's expex-ienees 
in school. However, other .factors can influence the par-
entis attitude toward the ohildts.poor scholastic achieve-
ment. It was felt' that lack of .concern over the child•s 
. 
poor scholastic achievement could also be a ramification of 
a rejecting attitude toward the child. If the parent had 
an overall rejecting attitude toward. the ehild, this atti-
tude would be noted in other areas besides his school ex-
periences. Therefore, parental attitudes toward the childls 
experiences in other areas were also explored. The parental 
attitudes toward the child were studied in reference to 
his experiences in school, recreation, peer groups, and 
the home. Ackerman provided the theoretical basis for 
this belief. 
One way in which a mother may react to her sense 
of failure, whether it be guilt or shame or both, 
is to build up the conviction that the child was 
born bad and she can do nothing about it. Still 
another way is to run away from the whole prob-
lem. She may do-so by detaching herself emotion~ 
ally from the child or b,- developing diverse in-
terests in other directions outside the family.14 
In reference to fathers Ackerman states: 
The secondary emotional reactions to failure or 
unimportance as a family man may move in a great 
variety o.f directions. One response is to try 
to deny the failure, to provide alibis for being 
an inadequate parent, and to place all the blame 
on the mother. ·Still another reaction may be to 
withdraw from the family scene, to Shrink down 
to a minimum the interest projected toward the · 
14Ackerman, Nathan, ~ P.syohodynam.ics of Family 
Life, P· 176. 
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child. Sometimes such men deal with their shame 
and guilt for being .a bad paren'f; by removing the~ 
selves extensively .from the center of .family; life .,15. 
Most studies stress 'f;he importance. o.f the motheT• 
. ' . : 
child Felationship and in the pro.eess of doing so .fail to 
include the fathers. ·· This Wl'iter feels that fathers are 
important enough to. be included in this study$ especially 
/ 
s~ce their role takes on added importance in the lif.e of 
a latency-aged boy for whom they supply male 1d:entifica-
tion.l6 
Ackerman al.so states:· 
There. has been a· sharper trend toward examining 
tathers.• responsibil.ities for the disturbances 
o.f the child, and there is now more pressure to 
draw htm into the center of corrective child 
guidance pl.'ocedures. More and more it is rec-
ognized that ohild-rear.ing is a joint venture, 
that the responsibUities are shared responsi-
bilities.l7 ·. 
In this study we are o·onoerned with the attitudes 
that parents have toward the symptom of poor scholastic 
achievement; when it is the presenting problem or when it 
exists, but is not the presenting problem. Therefore, 
. it is important that we consider some o.f the literature 
on poor scholastic achievement. English and Pearson point 
\ 
out that: 
The symptom may result because o.f tensions within 
the child himself.. There may be a fear of ex-· 
..... Plo.rj,ng.~ _,w;hieh is reaJ.ly a fear lest the child 
12 
discov~:r horrible facts; usuall,-,_fo:rbidden family 
secrets. There ma,- be a fear·to learn about sex 
1est the child get into trouble from having such 
knowledge • • • • The symbolic function of reading 
often is affected by the fear of exploration. A 
reading inhibi tioil ma,- follow a threat against ex-
ploring his own or others genitals. Learning it-
self may mean the giving up of primitive pleasures. 
Thec:Qhild ma,- suffer from·guilt lest competition 
lll.ean the destruotion_of dangerous rivals.lB . 
Gerald :Pearson, in .a surve,- of learning difficultie 
indioates that: 
The abilit,--to learn ·is a :function of the ego and 
therefore its disorder is produced b7 influences· 
which affect the ego .tunotions.l9_ 
Josselyn states: 
· In many instances of poor school achievement the 
emotional problem is more oomplex and deep-seated. 
Often the blocking of learning capacities is re-
lated to early repression of sexual curiosity. Rav-
ing asked questions about sex and been oensored for 
his curiosity, or having felt that for some undis-
closed reason any questioning about sex was wrong, 
the child had to deny his interest in learning in 
that particular area. Normally, sexual curiosity 
expands to related aspects of life and develops 
into an eagerness to learn about many things. If 
the sexual curiosity is repressed before this ex-
pansion occurs, the desire to learn is also re-
~~::::!~.2~earning in any area is then a forbidden 
This study is concerned with the parental attitudes 
toward the_ symptom of poor scholastic achievement. Very 
_ 
18English; o. 8., and Gerald :Pearson, Emotional 
:Problems of Living, p. 300-.301• .. 
.. . l9P'earso~,. Gerald H. J., flA ~ey of Learning 
Difficulties," The;rPsychoanalytio .study of ~ Child, 
Vol. VII, p. 3s:;:-· . 
. . .. 20Josselyn, Irene, Psychosocial Development 2f 
ahildren, F.S.A.A., p. 86. 
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often these attitudes are·such that the child whois doing 
poorly in school does not receive help because the parent 
does not see the ehiJ.dffl poor scholastic achievement as 
a problem. 
Education plays an important role in our society-
today. It has such a high priority in the· qualifications 
ot the individual, that one who is without i.t is severely 
handicapped. ~e individual who is handicapped cannot 
. . 
f'unotion.to the best of hispotential. Social Work recog-
nizes that the individual is the prima~y concert1 of' society 
and we as social workers are dedicated to aiding the indi-
. vidual in the f'ul.l realization of' -his potential. There-
fore, we have a responsibility to the child with a ].earning 
problem. However, if' these children are to be helped, it 
is important f'or us· to understand the possible reasons 
for the parental attitude_ whioh_is hindering o~ heJ.ping 
the child. In this way, we will be better equi.pped to 
bring about change in the parentts attitude in order to 
help the child through the parent. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
-~pose· of ~the_ st:udl_ 
-The purpose of this.study is to examine the im-
portance o:f the presenting problem in a child guidance 
clinic. The presentin·g problem has been studied in re-
lation to the attitudes o:f parents o:f latency-aged boys 
with poor scholastic achievement. Two groups of parents 
were studied; one group saw their child's poor scholastic 
achievement as the presenting problem while the other did 
not, although poor scholastic achievement was present. 
The :saztt;eleSeleotion 
Poor scholastic achi.evement was selected as a 
problem to study-_beoause_it so frequently occurs as a 
symptom in a Child Guidance _Clinic. The writer has limited 
the sample to latency-aged boys because the problem o:f 
poor scholastic. achievement is more predominant in this 
group· than any other at the Center. 
The "treatment'_' book was ~sed by the writer i.n 
the first st~p o:t' sele~ting. oases for this study. This 
book gives identifying information, plus the symptoms 
present in each case in treatment at the Center. Thirty-
six cases o:t' latency-aged boys, with poor scholastic 
achievement listed as a symptom, were selected from the 
treatment book. This group was fll.l'tther refilled by re-
' . 
moving all oases in which the child•s capacity to learn 
15 
was questionable, due tomental_deficienoy • 
. The Writer than astabltshad two groupings; one 
in which poor scholastic S.Qhievemant was presented by 
the parent as a problem with which they wanted help, and 
a second in which the .Problem was not presented as a 
major concern. Ten oases.·. ware selected from eaoh of 
these groups, giving a total sample· of twenty oases. 
The selection was based on the quality.and quantity of 
~eoorded material. The writer also selected oases in 
which both parents ware involved in treatment or at least 
in the intake process. However, in three instances the 
Writer was unable to meat the criteria because the fathers 
were not seen at the Canter due to job commitments. 
Data Collection 
The data wepa obtained by applying the schedule 
(see appendix) to the recorded material .available on 
.. 
each case. However, in a few oases the Feoordedmaterial 
was insUfficient in quality and quantity :for the pw;-pose 
of the study •. Therefore, at ·times, it was necessary to. 
. ' 
supplement the raoordeP.material with personal inter-
views with the particular therapists involved in the oase. 
Information obtained from the therapist was, for the most 
part, factual. 
.. 
The writa:t- did not confine himseli' to the material 
presented at intake because iri many instances the parents 
were able to talk about their child and his problem but 
16 
' ' 
were unable · to talk about themse_l ves during these earlier 
contacts with the Center. 
Usually this is due to the parentts anxiety about 
asking for help.. One way of handling this anxiety is to 
project 'away from. themselves the reason-tor the problem, 
by discussing only-the child and his problem. The need 
:for this primitive defense is diminished once a relation-
ship is established with the therapist in which the client 
realizes he does not have to protect himself against at-
tack. Due to the brief nature · ot the intake process~ 
. 
very often a strong relationship does not have time to 
mature. However~ as treatment continues the relation:ship 
' . 
increases in intensity and the client is able to present 
himself more clearly. Therefo:t"e~ the writer found it 
more productive to include all recorded material as a 
source of data. 
Information concerning the background and atti-
tudes of the·:rathers in both groups was scarce due to 
theiro limited involvement. rn·three oases the :fathers 
never came to the Center. The majority of these fathers 
that did come to the Center were only involved in th~ 
intake process and did not continue in treatment. In 
those eases where the fathers• participation was lWted 
or non ... existant, the mother.s had very often supplied in-
formation concerning the fathers• background and attitudes. 
In the oases Where the mothers had supplied the needed 
17 
.information~ it was accepted as being a trae indioatioD 
of the fatherst position. However~ the writer. realizes 
that the significance of this information is diminished 
.: . 
because·of this faotor.and has hesitated in drawing any 
conclusions from it. 
The areas .covered 'by the schedule (see appendix) 
wel!?e the family baokgro1md; symptom characteristics; and 
. . 
the parental attitudes toward theirow.n childhood~ the 
symptom~ and their son. 
Dat·a Processillg 
Throughout the study the writer has applied vari-
ous ratings to the d~ta. The majority of these ratings 
are sel:f-explanatory. However; there are a :few.whioh have 
- . 
a speci:fio meaning in this study~ These ratings, along 
with their definitions, . al'e as :follows: 
Attitude Toward szmptom 
One area·explored ·in this study was the parental 
attitude toward the severity o:f the ·symptom. o:f poor schol-
astic achievement. The ratings applied in this area 
were; "very concerned," "concerned~n "ambivalent~" or 
,• . 
"not concerned." The intensity of the parental concern 
.. ' 
was rated according to the anxiety noted within the re-
sponse. 
An example of' a "very concerned" attitude is seen 
in the response made by one mother who said, "I'm so 
worr:ied, I don•t know what to do•" 
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The"concernedu parent recognized the problem. 
. . ' -
himself and wanted to do something about it, whereas the 
"ambivalent" parent thought that it could be a problem, 
but just was not ·• s11l."e. 
The parent who was "not concerned" did not see 
. . 
the child's poor scholastic achievement as a problem and 
was not interested in receiving help with it. Those par-
ents in the PRESENTING group with this attitude were not 
self.;..referred. Therefore • . there had been some external 
pressure to seek help.· 
Attitudes Toward s·ol. vi.llg Prol:>l.em 
Another area expl.ored was the parental. attitudes 
towaFd the passibility of. the problem being solved. In 
this area, the writer rated data "positive~"ambivalent,n 
or "negative." A "positive" attitude was one in-which 
. . . . 
the parents thoUght the problem could be solved, as opposed 
to the "negative" attitude in whichthe parent did not 
think the problem could be solved. The parent with an 
"ambivalent" attitude was not sure whether the problem 
. . 
could be solved or not. 
Extent of-~chool Pressure 
A third area in which specific ratings were ap-
.plied was the question eon.oerned with the extent o:f school 
pressure on the parents to. get hel.p :for their child. The 
ratings applied were ''great," "medium," "weak, n or "none." 
. . 
'When. the .parent .was told .. to get hel.p for the child or the 
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child would be removed from the school,· this was seen as 
"great'f pressure. "Medilml" pressure was the same as 
''great~'' except the.parent was· not threatened with im-
. . 
pending ac:tion against the chil.d. If the school suggested 
that ·the child might need help, this was seen as "weak" 
pressure. 
Parental Attitudes Toward child and OWn .Childhood 
EXperiences 
!he attitudes of the parents toward their child, 
and their own chi1dhood experiences were also examined. 
The _writer used the same ratings for the parental atti-
tudes in both areas. The parental attitudes were rated 
as "acoepting,.u "ambivalent," and "rejecting." These 
. . . 
ratings were understood to mean_the following: 
nAocepting" - Positive feelings toward an·~experi­
enee in which gratification was 
obtained. 
"Ambivalent" - Positive and negative fe.elings toward 
an experience·in which gratification 
was inconsistent. 
"Rejecting'' - Negative feelings toward an experi-
ence_ in which gratification was not 
obtained. 
An example of an "accepting" attitude was seen 
. 
in one pa:t'ent who was quite pleased with his sonts peer 
relationshipsbecause as he said, nAll, the k;lds like him. 
They're always.coming·over .the house after him." Another 
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parent was "ambivalent*' about her ehildJs .friends. She 
commented, it The children are all vfJ.ry nice, but I wish 
he'd play with children· his olm age." 
An example of a "rejecting" attitude was seen in 
• « •• 
one parent who was upset about her son's companions. She 
commented, nTheytre ·all a·b'Unch of" ru.ffians. I tell him 
not to hang around With them, but he still does." 
Scope o:t studz 
In this stll.dy twenty .families of latency.-aged 
boys with poor ·scholastic achievement were chosen :from · 
the cases presently in·treatment at the Center. The 
following areas will be explored in each case: background 
characteristics; parental attitudes toward the symptom; 
parental attitudes toward their own childhood and to 
their son; also, the parental attitudes toward the possi-
bility o.f the problem being solved and who was to solve 
the problem. 
settin6 
The Worcester Youth Guidance Center, like many 
of our child gUidance clinics, had its early beginning 
as an out-patient clinic of a state hospital. In 1921, 
.. 
responding to the increased interest and need for psy= 
chiatric services for children, the Worcester State Hos-
pital established an out-patient service for children 
and adults •. This service offered regularly scheduled 
· seas ions in which both adu1 ta and children were examined 
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and reconnnendations for their care given. 
.. The early clinic was pJ:>incipally a diagnostic 
center and an advice-giving service. The sources of 
referrals were for the most part the courts and the vari-
ous social agencies, despite the many attempts made to 
remove the social stigma ~rought on by its association 
with a mental institution. A :ruz.ther attempt to over-
come this barrier was made inJ1923, when the out-patient 
service of Worcester State Hospital was discontinued 
-
and re,;.offeredby the newly formed Mental Hygiene Clinic 
of Memorial Hospital, a general hospital which had ac-
quired community acceptance. 
The clinic received its first-full-t~e director 
in August of 1929. With the appointment. ot the director, 
the clinicts program-was expanded and became a teaching 
center for student psychiatrists, psychologists, and 
social workers~ Since the faoiJ.ities o:t MemoriaJ. Hospital 
could not meet· the demands-of the expanded program~ a 
spacious residence was,ptll'ohased, with the help of private 
pJ.edges,-to house the·rapidly growing Worcester Ohild 
Guidance Clinic. 
In 1939 further attempts were made to encourage 
parents to initiate applications for treatment. This 
· was done through an educational program and the establish-
ment of a fee ·system. It was thought that the fee system 
would abolish the charity aspects of the clinic and 
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eno()UPage the olientts recogni~ion of the value of treat-
ment. 
In an e:ffort·to encourage the .ol.der youth to seek 
' help withhis probl.e~, the name-of the clinic was changed 
in November, 1948, to "The Worcester Youth Guidance Center.!' 
The Center had oont.inued to deveJ.op irito one of renoWn. 
It plays a.major role in the J.~:fe of the community, con-
- ' 
tributing greatly to its lUental hygiene progra:ms -through 
the use of its educational and consultant facilities. 
Treatment is the primary function of the Center. 
In keeping with mo~ern child guidance practice to create · 
the most :favorable milieu for a therapeuti~ relationship 
and to :minimize the·. opportunity for friction between 
parent and child during therapy, the clinic provides 
separate therapists for both the parent and the child 
With who:meaoh OJm,fOrln a confidential relationship •. !flhis 
' ' ' 
approach is commonly called ltthe tea:m approach." 
-
The age ~ange of the ·children accepted for treat-
ment is flexible but in general it includes children from 
age three to -eighteen~ The greater percentage of the 
Genterts client.populatiol;l·is :made up of children in the 
latency stage of development~ The:majority of this group 
are boys• 
Relation of ·the Setting .. to the Study 
Many of the children iri treatment ·.at the Center 
are being seen because t;ney have probleins in their 
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adjustment to society. A majo~ task of the 1atency-aged 
·chi1d is adjustment to the schoo1 situation. Poor scho1-
astic achievement is one of the ramifications of diffi-
cu.J.ty in adjustment to this new situation. Therefore, 
poor scho1ast1c·achievement is noted in a great many of 
the c1ients in treatment· at the ·center. However, not in 
a11 cases is ··it mentioned by the. par~nt as a prob1em with 
which they desire he1p. In view of this, the writer de-
aided to exp1ore the possib1e reasons why one parent. 
sees the poor scho1astic achievement of their chi1d as 
a prob1em with which they need he1p, whereas another 
. does not. 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA PRESENTATION 
The· data will. be presented in the :f"ollowing ordE)r: 
background characteristics of the family; parental. atti-
tudes to the Sy:Qtptom; :Parental attitudes toward their 
.own childhood; and parental. attitudes to their son. 
The word PRESENTING will be used to indicate the 
group in which the poor scholastic achievement of the 
child was mentioned by tb.e parents as a problem with 
which they wanted help. The word EXISTING will be used 
to indicate that group in which poor scholastic achieve-
ment was evident but was not seen by the parents as a 
problem with which they wanted help~ 
Background. Characteristics 
Ase of Child ·and.Relig:lon·o:fFamily 
-
All of tp.e boys studied were white, in the latency 
stage of.developme~t and doing poorly in school scholasti-
oal.ly. The children studied were from six to ten years 
·, 
ol.d.. H()wever, the majority ot the children in the PREa 
SENTING group were younger than those in the EXISTING 
group. 
The majority. o:f · the fami-lies in the PRESENTING 
group and fifty per.eent.o:f all eases inel.uded in the 
sample were Cathol.ic. In the EXISTING group there was 
. -
an equal distribution o:f" Catholics and Protestants. 
However, there was a higher degree of "-tinknown".responses 
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in the EXISTING group than in the PRESENTING group so the 
writer hesitates to draw ~Y conclusions in regard to 
religious· affiliations. 
There was onlyone family of the Jewish faith 
out of aii the cases studied, and this family was part 
of the Ex:ISTING group. Thi:s is an inter.-es.ting finding, 
since the Jewish cultlll'e places an extr&mely high value 
on scholastic achievement. See Table l. 
TABLE 1 
AGE .O:F. OHIW A.NJ) REt,IG_ION OF FAMILY _ 
.· ..... ; .............. . 
.. . . . ... .. 
Present ina 
oath- Jew;. · Prates .... , -un--. - o-at-h- ·-J~w;.. Protes~ un-
Age. _ . C?.l.i~. · .. +sll. .. _ :ta,qt_ , .· ~o~ _ ... ~lie.'' ish. :~_a,n,t J~~ow;n 
6 ... l 
7 5 2 3 
8 l 
- ·- -
'9 l .. . - 1 1 
-
lQ • ... ... ·.i 2 ... 
Ordinal Position and ·:Nuber~"of. Siblinfls · ·: 
. 411 of ,_these boys were living} in .the· homes of both 
their na~ural ~arents, ·except· for one;,:boy::. ilr- the EXISTING 
group. ·This boy ··was 'born ·o11t of wedlook'··prior to his· · 
mothert·s · marri~ge ·to a man who was not his father. This 
. . 
had an influence on b,is'father•s attitude toward who was_ 
2.6 
going to solve the problem. All of the boys, except three, 
had siblings older or younger than themselves. These three 
were part of the PRESENTING group. In no instance were 
there more than four siblings in the home. 
In the EXISTING group fifty per cent of the fami-
.. 
lies had three siblings.. The majority of the boys in the 
PRESENTING group had one or no siblings. In general the 
.. 
families in the EXISTING group were larger than those in 
the PRESENTING group. 
The position of the child in the home, in relation 
to his siblings, is an important factor for consideration. 
For, if the child is the oldest, he experiences the school 
-· 
situation without the family having gained prior knowledge 
of the school's expectations by experiencing it with 
another child. It was foUnd that in eighty-five per cent 
of all the cases studied, the child had the· first or 
second ordinal position in the home. In the PRESENTING 
group sixty per cent of the children studied were the 
first child, whereas in the EXISTING gl"oup eighty per cent 
were the second child in the home.. Therefore, we can see 
this factor mentioned above·operating to a large extent 
in the PRESENTING gl"oup. Table 2 illustrates the relation 
.. 
in both groups of ordinal position and number of siblings. 
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TABtE 2 · 
ORDINAL POSITION AND . !WMBER OF SIBLINGS 
Position ·siblings 
. () i. 2 3 :4 
1 
2 
3 
.. 4' 
.. - - -·· --
Family rnaome 
3 3 
-
1 ... 
... 2 
... 
- ...; .. 1 
Ei:istini 
Position Siblings 
1 
2 
·3 
. . 1+. 
0. 1 2 3 .!:1-
- 2 
- 2 5 1 
- - &;~. -- ... • " ; ....... ,7 . . -
· · The .financial. inoo:me o:t the f'amilies studied was 
determined by the amount of' the .fee that they pay the 
agency. The: agency uses a sliding scale based on the 
f'amilyfs financial income to determine the amount of' the 
.fee that will be· charged. Therefore, the .fee paid by 
the .family is an indication of' their .financial income. 
The majority o'£ cases studied had an income between 
$3,381.00 and. $7,540.00 yearly. one .family in the 
ExiSTING group.hadan income over $10,000.00 a year. 
However,. this was a -combined income of' both parents. A 
breakdown of' income .for the :families of' both groups is 
included in Table3. 
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rnc.ome 
. (1560-
. ,_JJ80.) 
Presenting 2 
EXi.st.ing '1 
Employment. 
. ·TABLE 3 
DTOOME 
(3381... (5201-
.. <52()0)', .· ... 7540). 
3 4 
6 2 
(7541 
. --:UPl .. U'J1kll0~ 
... 1 
1 
-
In three .oases out o:f the twenty studied the 
mother was.emp1oyed; one as a.sohool teacher, another 
as a commercial artist,,and a third as a factory employee. 
The school teaohe:I" was the only mother involved in gain-
ful. employment in the PRESENTING group. . All o:f the fathers 
studied were gainfully employed. Therefore,. except in 
the three cases mentioned, there was only one parent em-
. p1oyed in the families studied •. 
The employment of the fathers, in reference to 
job status, was also studied.. It was found that in the 
majo:l'ity of all the oases studied, the father was either 
semi-skilledor skil.led. However, the majority of the 
fathers in the PRESENTING.group were either unskil.led 
or semi-skil.l.ed; whereas the majority of fathers in the 
EXISTING group were either se:m.i=skill.ed.or skill.ed. 
Therefore, the :fathers in the EXISTING group had attained 
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a s13.ghtly higher job status than the fathers in the PRE-
SENTING- group. In the entire study, there was only one 
professional noted; he was an engineer. Table 4 shows 
the occupational status of' the fathers in both groups. 
'fABLE 4. 
FATHER'S. OQO'U;PA'fiO:N .. -~. ~ . ' . 
Occupation. . .. Uns~illed . ~ami-skilled . :Skilled Prof'es~.ional 
Presenting 4 3 2 1.' 
Exi.s.t.iQg ~ ., 4 5: 0 .. .. . ' ...... 
Parental Educational Achievement 
It was felt·tha.t the. transmission of'.educational 
vaJ.ues from the parents to the child c.ould play an im-
portl:1.nt role in the educational endeavors of the children. 
In view of' this, the ed11cational. _backgrounds of bGth 
. 
mothers and fathers of' the two groups were studied and 
compared;-. 
In the case of both parents, it was found that 
the majority had attended grammar school and high school. 
with the greatest numberbeing high school. graduates. 
One· father in the PRESENTING group;:;was a col.l.ege 
graduate and one father· in the EXISTING· group was a 
graduate of .a School of' Social Work.· ·This was the high-
est known educational achievement of either parents in 
JO 
both groups. 
There was a greater n~ber of high school gradu-
ates among the mothers than there were among the fathers. 
However~' there was only a-minimal. distinction between 
-
the PRESENTING and EXIS~ING groups for the mothers or 
fathers. There was onl.y one mother who had received a 
ool.lege education. She was included in the PRESENTING 
group and was employed as a school. teacher. Other than 
the few exceptions mentioned~' the educational achieve-
ments of the parents of both groups were closely related. 
A more concise picture ot the resuJ.ts is given in ~able 5. 
!fABLE. 5 
. . . .. . l'A.~AL .. EDUClATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 
Gram~ High Busi- Col-
.. _.GI'ou,ps. . . . ~ll:r ... School. ness +ega . Grad. 
Fathers Presenting 3 4. 
-
1 
Existing 2 3 1 ... 1 
Mothers :Presenting 1 6 1. 
-
... ~ '"• : 1 .~:t,s:~j,ng .. , .... a .7 -. 
. ........ .,_ . 
the·Sym.ptom 
~- •. ~- • • •• •!" 
:Dul?ation of Problem ,:.. -· 
lJn-
~.o.wn 
2 
3 
2 
.l 
Tabl.e 6 shows the duration of the c~ldls problem 
of poor scholastic achi~vement. In the majority of all 
. 
oases studied the durat'ionof the_problem was from one 
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to two years. The prob1em had existed in seventy per cent 
o:f the children in the PRESENTING group :for one to two 
years. However, in the majority o:f children in the 
-EXISTING group the problem had existed :from two to :four 
years. Therefore, the problem had a slightly longer 
duration. in 'the .EXISTING group than it did in the PRE= 
. . ..... 
SENTING group. 
There was one case in the PRESENTING group where 
the problem was o:r a rec~rent nature. In this case 
there had been a great deal o:f :family discord, so much 
so that the child had been placed by a protective agency 
at one time. However, the :family was together again at 
-
the time o:f this study. 
'fABLE 6 
. DURAT.:£.0N. .OF.. THE . PRO.BLEM: . 
. .. ~ ... •· . ' .· .. .. --. . . 
Ye.a;rs_ R~.o'U,I'ren:t. . ()ne Two . T.bree 
· ....... ' ., Fo:u,tt U'nknown 
Presenting 1 3 4 2 
~is.ting 3 2 .2. 2 1 
A-ttitude Toward Extent o.t Problem 
The next-area studied was the parental attitude 
'· toward the severity o.r.extent o:f the childts problem. 
This is an important area to explore, because i:f the 
parent does .not ·:raei that the problem is a serious one, 
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he will be less motivated to work on it. It is shown in 
Table 7 that the majority of parents ~ both groups were 
"concerned" or "very concernedn about the extent of the 
- -
problem. The majority of the mothers in the PRESENTING 
group were ttconcerned" or "very concerned." However, 
twenty per cent were "ambivalent" and ten per- cent were 
"not concernedfl at all.. These three cases of ambivalence 
. . 
and lack of concern are interesting, since the presenting 
complaint of this group was the child's poor scholastic 
achievement. However, not one of these cases were self-
-
referred. In the· two cases of "ambivalenee, 11 they were 
. . . 
refe:I'red by·tb.e school with the extent of school pressure 
being classified as "weak." 'l!h.e one case of "not concerned" 
- - . 
was referred by another social agency and the extent of 
school pressure· was classified as "great." 
. . The maternal response for the EXISTING group on 
this issue indicated that.they were either "very con-
cerned" or "ambivalent, tt with one being "not concerned." 
. . . . 
It is possible that their response was influenced by the 
other symptoms presented by the child. 
The paternal response tothis issue showed that, 
.. 
although the fathers were concerned about the 'severity 
of the probl.em, they were not as concerned.as the mothers. 
The fathers in the PRESENTING group were concerned slightly 
more than the fathers in the EXISTING group. However, 
this finding is inf'l.uenced by the.high degree of "unknown" 
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responses in the EXIS~ING group. 
TABLE 7 
_PARENTAL ATTITUDE_ CONCERNING THE EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM_ 
Mothers Fathers 
--
. :Pr.ese_nt.i,~g _Exi.sting ___ , P_r.es.enting_ Exi_s_ting 
Ver~ concerned 4 
Concerned 3 
Ambivalent 2 
Not concerned 1 
Unkno:wl\_ 
-·. 
.~ .. 
5 
3 
1 
_, 
---
_1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
Attitude Toward the Possibility o:r the Problem Being Solved 
Table 8 shows the parental attitude toward the 
possibility of the problem being solved. The majority 
of "unknown" responses show that the parents thought some-
- . 
thing could be done about the problem. This was classi-
fied as a "positive" attitude. "Negative" attitudes were 
. .. . .. 
non-existant in maternal responses of either groups. 
However, there were three instances o:t "negative" responses 
' . 
:from the :fathers in both groups. Of these three re-
sponses; one father thought the ehil.d would "grow out 
of 1 t," another was "doubt:tul." that anything could be 
. - . 
done, and the third was indifferent, not oaring one way 
or the other. 
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TABLE 8 
PARENTAL ATTITUDE CONGERNING TBE POSSIBILITY 
O,F.,THE:"P;R9B~~ ~EIN(f. SOLVE!). . ... 
Mothers Fathers 
-
. Present,ing. . Ex.i.stj.ng Presenting Ex:lst.i,ng 
Positive 4 7 3 5 
Ambivalent 3 1 1 
-
' 
Negative 
-
... 1 2 
U:n1tnown .. 3,. .. 2 ' 5 3 
-
. . .. 
... .. . . .... , .. ·:·· 
Who Will Solve ~roblem 
Iri order to gauge the parental motivation and 
potential for working on the problem, the writer noted 
the extent of respomsibility each parent would take for 
the treatment of the child by listing who they thought 
would solve the problem •. In the authort-s opinion, the 
. 
most favorable responses ·to this que.stion would be the 
following, respectively; "Father-Mother-Ageney," "Mother-
. -~ 
Agency," "Father-Agency. tt Just under :fifty per cent of 
.. 
all nknown" responses :fell into these thl'"ee categories. 
Maternal responses made up a gl.'"eater number of the :fifty 
per cent. It was also noted that parental responses from 
the PRESENTING group were more favorable than those from 
the EXISTING group. 
This question also gave an indication of shifting 
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o:t: responsibil.ity. In four oases the respon.sibil.ity :t:or 
soJ.ving the· probl.em was shifted to the agency. In two 
o:t: these :t:our oases, this was done by mothers of the 
PRESENTING group. It was done once by a mother of the 
- -
EXISTING group and by a father o:t: the PRESENTING group • 
. -
In one case responsibil.ity was shifted by a :father in the 
EXISTING group to the mot~er. In this case the father was 
not the natural. :father.of the child. The child was born 
out of wedlock prior to the marriage of the two parents 
studied. Theref.ore, the shifting of responsibility in 
this case is more understandable, for as the father said, 
"Itts not m'1 kid." •.. 
Tber.e was a high. degree of unknown responses on 
this issue. i~erefore, there is a limitation on the eon-
cJ.usions that can b_e.-drawn. In Tabl.e 9 the various re-
- . 
sponses to thisqu.estiori..are shown. 
TABLE 9 
...... :wJIO THE. PA~S. 'fHOUGHT.-.WOULD .SOL~ TRE. PROBLEM 
...... · 
· :Mothers Fathers 
.. 
. . .... P.r_esen.t:ing ~is.t.iiJ.g ... _ P~e.s.~:nt.ing :Exist~ng 
Father 
-
... 
Mother ... l 
Father-Mother > - 1 
·-Father-Mother-
· · · Agency 3 1 2 2 
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Mot:b.e:tts Fathers 
, , .. _ . )P,r_es.e.x;t.t.i..n.g .· ~i.s.t.!ng , .·. P.res.en.ting .. ~:i,st:i,;o.g 
Father-Agency 1 
.. 
Mother= Agency 1 3 
Agency 2 1 
Don't Care-Don't 1 1 l 2 
Know, Etc. 
-
.. 4.. UnkP-o.~ 
-.--.· 
Prior -Attempts ·at Solution of Prob1em 
lfhe writer.fe1t that it was important to examine 
any prior attempts the parents had made to solve the prob-
lem by contacting other sources of he1p. If prior at-
tempts. had been made, this could be used as an indication 
of oonoern.and motivation -for help. 
It was noted that in six of the oases in the 
' 
PRESENTING group no prior attempts had been made. In 
two of these six, the prob1em had been in e:x:istance for 
t~ee years. In thPee· cases of these six the prob1em 
had a duration. of two years. In· the remaining case the 
problem had been in e:x:istanoe for a year and a half. 
In one case in which the problem had a duration 
-
of one year there had been three attempts at seeking 
help. 
In_ the EXISlfiNG group there were only three oases 
in which no prior attempts for help were made. However, 
in on1y one case were the attempts at so1ution re1ated 
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to the childts poor scholastic achievement. 
Of the sources of help available, that of a 
medical nature was sought the most, with school consul-
tation being next. For the most part there was a big 
'" 
spread as to the type of help sought. See Table 10. 
TABLE 10 
. . . . . . . . ~Iil:OR . A.~T~-~.$, .AT .. S.O~WfJO.N: .OF. .PR,O_BLEM 
. • ; ~' • ' -. -· ~. • • ........ ~ ••• ·~ ..... ~- •••. ,. ' •. _ ,f -~. ~. • ..,._, ........ -. :- • • ...... -·· . • .• • """" -
School Psy- Psy- Social 
Medi Cler ConsUl.- chia- colo- Serv-
-~o.a,l. ... ~gy:_ .~.~t.iQA . .~.r.i.s:~ . gi_s.t ... tc.e. :None 
Pre- 2 
~enting 
Exist-
1 
~8--. 2. ,. -
2 
1 l 1 1 
.. -· . ~ . 
Parental Attempt.s .at .. S:olution .o.:r Problem 
6 
un .... 
1tnown. 
.1 · .. - ·:· 
Table .. ll- shows the .parental. attempts at solving 
y 
the problem the111se.lves.. These responses fell into the 
category of either discipiine or reward or both. '!'here 
was one.instance where the only attempt made was "nagging 
and yelling." This was rated as ttother" because it did 
. . 
not fit into the category of discipline. This attempt 
seemed to mirror the parentts own anxiety concerning the 
problem. However, it was used as an attempt at correcting 
the situation. 
There were five oases in each of the groups, which 
.f'it into the "discipline" category. "Discipline" included 
. . 
anything :f'rom restl'tt.otions to corporal punishment. 
"Reward" was used to a greater extent in the 
. . 
EXISTING group than in the PRESENTING group. 
There were two oases in the PRESENTING group where 
both "discipline" and "reward" had been used~ This situa-
. . . . 
tion also existed in one case in the EXISTING group. 
However, the particular method used was dependent on the 
mood o.f' the parents at the time o.f' a crisis in problem. 
TABLE 11 
. PAREN'T,A.L ATT;EMPTS AT .SOI,U,Tl;01L.O.F. PRQaL~ . 
Presenting 
];:x:is.ti~g .. 
5 
5. 
Source of Referral 
1 
.4 
2 
.1 
1 1 
Due to the authoritative nature o.f' the school 
, 
system, it is ±mportant to know the souroe of referral, 
because in a school referral the school may see the child 
as having a problem but the parents do not. This was 
exemplified in two oases in the PRESENTING group who 
were referred by the school, but the parents were not 
concerned about the problem. 
In this study three oases in each group were 
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o1assified as sohoo1.referra1. However, the greater number 
of oases in both groups were self-referred. 
There was not much difference between·the PRE-
SENTING and EXISTING groups in reference to-referral as 
is indicated in TABLE 12. 
TABLE 12 
... 
S.O:O:RCE OF. RE~RAL 
.. Se].f . School Other 
Presenting 5 3 2 
Existing.· 4 3 3 
Extent of School Pressure 
Table 13 shows the extent of the pressure asserted 
by the schools to get the parents to seek help with their 
chi1dts problem. It was noted, in the majority of a11 
cases studied, that school pressure was "weak•• or "non-
existant." 
There ware three instances when the pressure 
asserted by the school was rated as "greattt by this 
. . 
writer. Two of these oases were found in the PRESENTING 
group. In one of the oases the child had been.dohlg 
. 
borderline work for one year. The father was "concerned" 
and the mother was "very concerned" about the problem • 
. 
This was a case of self=referral. The school had spent 
a great deal of t~e in urging the parents to seek help, 
but they did not refer the family themselves. In the 
second case the problem was of a recurrent nature. The 
child had been doing failing work but the parents were 
not concerned. However, the scho0l insisted that some-
thing be done about the child1 s poor scholastic achieve-
ment or else the parents would have to place him in another 
school. 
The third case was found in the EXISTING group. 
The school had insisted that the child be seen and had 
referred h~ themselves. However, this case was different 
because the school was more concerned about the child•s 
acting out behavior than they were about his poor schol-
astic achievement. 
It seems evident that, although the school is 
asserting some pressure, the inconsistancy of it indicates 
that it is the result of individual endeavor rather than 
a prescribed pattern of dealing with the children with 
poor scholastic achievement. 
TABLE 13 
. EXT~_ OF S.CROOL P~SSURE . _ 
. ~ ... : ~ . ,-" .. ' ' : -·. .- _. __ .. G:tte.a:~ . ;MeAi~ . We.ak . None .. Unkno:wn . 
Presenting 2 · 1 4- 3 
.E:lt.~s.t.~~ ... ,. , _. _. ____ " .- ). __ .. _ . _ . _l ___ , .... J . _ .·· . .4 .. , , . l .... _ 
... -.- ~ .·· 
Proximity to Academic Failure 
The severity of the problem was explored as de-
termined by the proximity to academic. failure. 
In the majority of cases studied, the child was 
doing "borderline" work. In twenty-five par cant of the 
. . 
cases studied, the child was "failing.n 
. . 
It is interesting to note that there was a greater 
degree of "borderline" and 'tfailing" among the EXISTING 
. . . 
group than among the PRESENTING group. However, the 
paren.ts in the EXISTING ~roup st,il1 did not see this as 
a problem. 
In. only two· instances in the PRESENTING group 
. 
did the parents wait until failure had occurred before 
seeking help. See Table 14. 
Presenting· 
Ex.isting 
TABLE·J.4 
, " ~ - . 
SEVERITY OF PROBLEM AS DETERMINED 
... Bl' P~OX.;I:M~fi .~o_ ~A~1JllE .... 
Passing 
3 
1 
_Border.line 
5 
6 
Failing 
2 
3 
Parental Attitudes to Tha:l!r Own Childhood 
:Parental attitudes toward their own childhood 
experiences were studied, because of the influence they 
have on the parent's handling of s~ilar experiences 
with their child. Therefore, we are better able to 
understand the parental attitude toward their child, if 
we have knowledge of the parentts own childhood experi-
ences. EXperiences in the areas of school, recreation, 
peer groups, and home have been studied because they 
make up the childfs environment. I have. rated these 
attitudes as either accepting, ambivalent, or rejecting. 
School 
T.he parental attitudes toward their experiences 
in school are shown in Table 1$. The majority of the 
mothers in the EXISTING group had an "accepting" attitude 
.. 
toward school. The majority of the mothers in the PRE-
SENTING group had an "ambivalent" attitude toward school. 
There were no "rejecting" attitudes noted on the part of 
the mothers. 
The majority of the fathers studied had an 
nam.bivalent" attitude toward school. There was an equal 
number of 11 accepting" and "rejecting" attitudes noted 
in the fathers studied. 
On the one hand, the mothers in the EXISTING 
group had a more favorable attitude toward school than 
did the mothers in the PRESENTING group. On the other 
hand, the fathers in the PRESENTING group had a more 
favorable attitude toward school than did the fathers 
in the EXISTING group. However, due to the high degree 
- , .. -
of "un'kllown.ll responses for the fathers in the EXISTING 
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group, this statement is questionab1e. 
TABLE 15 
. . 
PARENTAL ATTITU::OE. TO. CHILDHOOD EXPERIENGES IN SGHOOL · 
Accepi;ing 
Am.biva1ent 
:Reje~ting 
:U:n.lQ:\own . . .. 
. :·· . :. .. . - .. ~· .. 
Recreation 
4 
5 
-
.1. . 
Mothers 
6 
3 
... 
. ].. 
Fathers 
-
Presenting Ex:isti.,ng 
2 1 
5 3 
2 1 
1 5. 
Table 16 shows the parental attitudes toward their 
own childhood recreational endeavors. 
The majority of a11 parents studied were "ambi-
va1ent" about their recreational experiences. . "~biva ... 
1ence" was greater in the PRESENTING group than tt was 
. 
in the EXISTING group. Instances o:f ''accepting" atti ... 
tudes were greater in the EXISTING gr~up than tn the 
PRESENTING group. i'h.ere were ·"rejeotingn attitudes noted 
. . 
in a11 the parents, except for the mothers in the PRE-
. SENTING group. 
In the fathers. of the EXISTING group, there are 
five instances where no judgment ooul.d'be made due to a 
1aok of material. The "known" paternal responses in the 
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PRESENTING group are evenly distributed between the three 
categories. 
As in the last table 1 the mothers of the EXISTING 
group have the most favorable response 1 whereas the fa-
thers of the PRESENTING group have a more favorable re" 
sponse than do the· fathers of the EXISTING group • 
. ,
TABLE 16 
.- . ,
P ARENT.AL ATTITUD:E! .TO .. CHILDHOOD ~PERIENCES IN RECREATION 
Fathers 
~ 
. -.. · ... ~ ... ~ . - ' . : . · .. Pr.~~e.n.t.ing .,:-~i.st:l,ng _ . _ .P.r.e.~e~ting . ~~~.t.:IJ?.g .. 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
1tnk);lQw;n. ... 
.-• . - ~ . . 
2 
7 
. . . ;· ~l -;····.· .. 
Peer Relationships 
5 
2 
3 
. . ~·. ' -.. 
3 
3 
3 
. 1. .. 
2 
2 
l 
5 ... .. 
In Table 17, a study of the parental attitudes 
toward their childhood experiences with peer groups, the 
most notable finding is the high degree of' "ambivalence" 
. 
on the part of' the mothers in· the PRESENTING group. The 
maternal responses ot tb.e EXISTING-group were far more 
favorable than those of the -PRESENTING group. 
There .is also a high-degree o.f nambivaJ.ence" f'or 
. 
the fathers of' the PRESENTING group as compared to those 
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of the EXISTING group. 
TABLE 17 
PARENTAL ~TTITUJ:)E .. TO CRILD~OOD . EXPERIENCE WITH PEER GRO~S 
Mothers Fathers 
" 
...... · ,P.r,esent.~g ... ~.i.s.t.ing. . . .. Presenting. Existi.Q..g 
.Accepting 1 4 2 2 
Ambivalent 8 3 5 2 
Rejecting 1 2 1 
Un1tno.wn ·.· _l 
-
.2 '•. 1 5 
Home 
Table 18 shows the parental attitude toward their 
own childhood experiences in the home situation. The most 
dominant finding is that in the majority of all oases 
studied, the parents had a "rejecting1t attitude toward 
. . 
their earlier home life. This was true of all groups 
with the exception of the fathers of the EXISTING group. 
However, for the fathers in the EXISTING group there was 
-
only a fifty per cent return of responses and of the 
five cases reported, four had an "ambivalent" attitude. 
. . 
The most favorable response was from the mothers 
of the EXISTING group and the· fathers of the PRESENTING 
group. 
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TABLE 18 
PAB.ENTAL ATTITUDE: TO. 'rHEIR <;:HILDHOOD EXPERIENCES AT HOME 
-··· . 
Mothers Fathers 
P.~es.~nt,i,ng. Exist.ing .. · .... Pre.senting Existing. 
Accepting 2 3 2 1 
Ambivalent 2 
-
2 4 
Rejecting 6 5 5 -
Unk;now.n .. 
-
.2 l 5 
Parental' ·AttitUde.s Toward Their Child 
The parentai attitudes tow~d the childts experi-
ences ·1n the. areas of school, .recreation, peer groups and 
home were studied to compare the attitudes of the two 
groups and to see if there was any correlation between 
parental attitudes toward the son and parental experi-
ences in similar areas. 
School 
Table 19 shows the parental attitudes to the sonts 
perfor.mance in the school situation. In the majority of 
. 
all oases studied the response was that of a "rejecting" 
attitude. This was noted to a greater extent in the re-
sponses of.the PRESENTING group. In all the maternal 
. . . 
responses there was only one example of an "accepting" 
attitude and this was in the EXISTING group. 
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I 
In the study made or parental attitudes there 
was more response or a "rejecting•' nature by the rathers 
. . 
of the PRESENTING group than by those of the EXISTING 
group. Instances of "ambivalence" were just about equal 
in both groups. 
It was found that parents in both groups were 
"accepting" of their own qhildhood experiences in school 
. . 
whereas they were "rejecting" of their child's. "Ambi-
. . 
valence" in both instances were similar. 
TABLE 19 
PARENTAL ATTITUDE TO SONiS. PERFORMANCE IN SCHOOL 
. ·:.. .... . 
Fathers 
.. 
. P~e.s.~n.ting .. Exis.ting .Presenting . E:x:istip.g .. 
Accept;ing .;. 1 2 
Ambivalent 2 5 5 4 
Rejecting 8 4 5 2 
UAkn,o:wn 
- - -
2 
.. ~ .. 
Recreation 
In the two groups studied the fathers were found 
to be more "accepting" of their son's means of recreation 
. . 
than were the mothers, whereas the mothers were more 
"ambivalent" than the fathers. 
There was a higher degree of parental "ambivalence" 
-----
in the :PRESEN'fiNG group than there was in the EXISTING 
group, as compared to a higher degree of "acceptance" 
. . 
by parents in the EXISTING group •. Ninety per cent of 
the mothers in the PRESENTING group were. "ambivalent" 
about their sonts recreational experiences. 
For the most part, in both groups, parents were 
more "rejecting'' of their own experiences with recreation 
. . 
than they were of their child's. fiAm.bivalence" was closely 
oorre1ated in both instances. Sea Table 20. 
TABLE 20 
.FAREll'J!AtL AT.TJT.UDE. .T.O .. TliEla SON'S. RECREA,T.ION .EXPERIEN:CES. . 
Mothers Fathers 
........ Pr.e s.en~·iqg .. Ex.i.s.t.ing . P.r.e.sep.t.ing .. E;x:isting 
Accepting l 4 5 5 
Ambivalent 9 5 3 1 
Rejecting 1 2 1 
U.n}m.ow.n 3 
Peer Relationships 
Tab1a 21 shows the parental attitude to their 
sonts peer group experiences. An "ambivalent" attitude 
. 
was noted in the majority of ali oases studied. However, 
. 
there was a high degree of "rejecting" attitudes also 
registered. The PRESENTING group was s1ightly more 
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"accepting" of their sonts peer group experience than 
was the-EXISTING group. 
In both groups the parents were more "rejecting" 
of their son's peer group relationships than they are of 
their own. 
TABLE 21 
. PARENTAL ATT!T®E. T.O._ Sol{ts_ .PEER GRO.UP E,X?ERIEN.CE 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
Unknown 
Home 
Mothers Fathers 
· Pres·en:ting · Exist-ing· · Presenting · Existing · · 
3 
5 
2 
2 
4 
4 
3 
'3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
4 
In studying the parental attitudes to the son's 
performance in the home, there was found a high degree 
of "acceptance" by the PRESEN',i'ING group as compared to 
a high degree ~f "rejeotionn-by.the EXISTING group. "Am-
. . 
biva1enoen was at a minimmn. in comparison to attitudes· 
expD&ssed in other areas. This was most noticeable in 
the materna1 responses. The mothers of the PRESENTING 
group were quite sure of their attitudes in this area; 
not one instance of "ambivalence" was noted. In both 
groups instances of a "rejeotingn attitude were very 
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high. However, it was more pronounced in the EXISTING 
group. 
The PRESENTING group had a more "accepting" 
.. 
attitude toward their child in the home than they did to 
their own childhood experiences in the home. The mothers 
in the EXISTING group were more "rejecting" of their child 
in the home than they were. to their own childhood experi-
ences in the home. This aspect of the paternal attitude 
in the EXISTING group is not comparable because of the 
large number of "unknown" responses for the fathers in 
the area of childhood experiences in the home. See 
Table 22. 
TABLE 22 
. . .. PAnENTA.J:, . .A.TT.!T.tiDE .. T.O. ~.SON 1 S .. PERF.QRMANCE ,AT. HOME .. 
Accep~ing 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
U.nk,no:wn. .. . . 
Mothers 
Presetd~ing: ·.Existing 
5 -
- 3 
5 7 
- -
. . .. .. .. 
Fathers 
~ 
. Presenting . Exist:i.:q.g 
... 4 l 
3 2 
3 6 
-
.l 
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CHAPTER V , 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
-
This has been a study of the role of the pre-
senting complaint in a child guidance clinic. Two groups 
were studied in reference to scholastic achievement. The 
parents in one group presented the problem as a major 
concern. In the second group, although the problem ex-
isted, it was not presented by the parents as a major 
concern. T-he focus of this study has bean exploration 
of the parental. attitudes which contribute to influencing 
parents• vie~g the poor scholastic achievement of their 
chil.d as a problem with which they need hel.p. The study 
incl.uded the intake and treatment process in a·chil.d 
guidance clinic. 
The first area studied was the background char-
acteristics. It was found that in many respects the 
groups were s~ilar. The majority of both groups were 
in the $3,300 to $5,200 income bracket. In only three 
cases were there more than one parent employed. In 
reference to parental educational. achievement, the ma-
jority of both groups went as far as grammar or high 
school. 
Slight differences ware al.so noted between the 
groups. The majority of the .families of the PRESENTING 
group were Oathol.ic, whereas there was an equal distri-
bution in the EXISTING group of Protestants and Catholics. 
In the PRESENTING group the majority of employed parents 
were either unskilled or semi-skilled. In the EXISTING 
.. 
group the majority of employed parents were either semi-
skilled or skilled. Therefore, the EXISTING group showed 
a slightly higher job status than that shown by the PRE-
SENTING group. 
It was also noted that the children in the PRE• 
SENTING gro~p were younger than those in the EXISTING 
.. 
group and the majority of them had one or no siblings. 
However, the children in the EXISTING group had two to 
. . 
four siblings. In most instances the child with a plOblem 
in the PRESENTING group had the first ordinal position·; 
whereas the child with a problem in the EXISTING group, 
in most instances, occupied the second ordinal position. 
~he study shows that the tamilies in the EXISTING 
group were larger than those of the PRESENTING group. In 
view of this, desire for upward mobility seems to be 
more evident 1n the PRESENTING group than in the EXISTING 
. . . 
group, since placing limitations on the size of the family 
is a means of achieving upward mobility. This is related 
to the fact that the PRESENTING group is concerned about 
their chi1dfs poor scholastic achievement, for scholastic 
achievement is another means of attaining upward mobility. 
The EXISTING group occupies a slightly higher 
status in relation to occupational achievements and to 
a lesser degree income wise, than does the PRESENTING 
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group. But, whereas the EXISTING group appears satisfied 
with their achievement, the PRESENTING group is desirous 
of further upward mobility. 
The next area studied was the characteristics 
of and parental attitudes to the symptom of poor schol-
astic achievement. The two groups were practically iden-
tical in reference to source of referral, with more being 
self-referred than any other. In both groups school 
pressure to seek help was "weak" or "non-e:x:istant." In 
. ~ . . 
the majority of all oases studied, ndiscipline" was used 
as a means o:f dealing with the problem. "Reward," as 
. . 
a means o:f dealing with the problem, was noted in a higher 
degree in the EXISTING group. 
The symptom had a duration of two. to four years 
in the EXISTING group and one to two years in the PRE-
SENTING group. It was also noted that the parents 1n 
the PRESENTING group were ~ore concerned about the extent 
of the problem than were the parents in the EXISTING 
group. The parents in ·the PRESENTING group had an "am-
bivalent;' attitude toward the~ possibility of the problem 
being solved. whereas the parents in the EXISTING group 
had a more optimistic attitude in this respect. 
The duration of the problem in the PRESENTING 
group indioates.a greater concern on the part of the 
parents in the PRESENTING group. This is also seen in 
.their attitude to the extent of th~ problem and the 
------ ---
possibility of the problem being solved •. 
The writer :feels that the :factors presented above 
are also an indication of the anxiety of the parents in 
the PRESENTING group. Since anxiety is a :factor of mo-
tivation, the parent woUld be less apt to seek help if 
anxiety was not present or was only present to a small 
degree. This is further exemplified when we consider 
that instances of borderline and :failure work were more 
pronounced in the EXISTING group than they were in the 
PRESENTING group. This indicates that although the 
problem was greater in the EXISTING group, the parents 
were not as concerned or anxious as the parents of the 
PRESENTING group since they did not seek help with the 
problem ot poor scholastic achievement. 
The next area explored was the parental attitudes 
toward their own childhood experiences. The parentsf 
experiences in their home, school, recreational endeavors, 
and peer group relations were considered. It was noted 
that the majority of both groups had a "rejecting" atti-
. . 
tude toward their experiences in school, recreation, and 
with peer groups. However, in these same areas, there 
was a high degree of "ambivalencen on the part of the 
. 
parents in the PRESENTING group. 
The writer .feels. that the "accepting" attitude 
. . . 
o:f the parents in the EXISTING group toward their experi-
ences in school, recreation, and peer gro-ups is highly 
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irnegular. One would expect to find that the negative 
experiences in the home would have had an effect on these 
other childhood experiences. There are a few possible 
explanations for this reaction. One is that their expec-
tations were so low that they were met in spite of the 
negativism experienced in the l:l.ome. Another would be 
in relation to the clientts ability to look at himself 
objectively. It would be easier for them to say that 
they had had "rejecting'' experiences at home than to admit 
. . 
to these same experiences in other areas, for in the ex-
periences in the home the parent is expected to love the 
child; if he does not, the guilt is the burden of the 
parent and the child is the offended. However, in these 
other areas the child has to prove himself deserving of 
love. A great deal is required of him before gratifica-
tion is forthcoming. If gratification is not evident, 
one looks to the extent of involvement of the child. Thus, 
the burden of guilt is his. He is the offender rather 
than the- offended. Therefor~, in order to avoid the bur-
den of guilt and having the extent of his involvement 
questioned, one could be accepting of the gratification 
attained. 
This manner of camouflaging reality is evident 
in their attitude toward the extent of the childts prob-
lem. It would seem that to admit that the child has a 
. 
problem with which they need help is to admit that they 
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as parents are inadequate. In order to avoid this re-
flection of themselves~ they compensate with an optimistic 
view of the childt.s problem. 
The "ambivalent" attitudes of the parents in the 
. . . 
PRESENTING group is more in line with what would be ex-
pected in view of their negative experiences in the home. 
We can consider this "ambivalent" attitude as an indica-
tion of inconsistency of experiences in these stated 
areas. The writer feels that this could lead to anxiety, 
inferiority,.and emotional insecurity. This, coupled 
with the apparent lack of instinctual gratification in 
the home, leaves little opportunity for the parents to 
have developed sufficient strength to function in their 
roles as parents· with limited anxiety, especially since 
the child's problem would reactivate problems that they 
themselves had experienced.· However, they apparently 
. 
have matured sufficiently, in spite of all this, to be 
able to recognize their anxiety rather than denying and 
overcompensa.ting for it. Thus, the.y have been able to 
see the need for help with the childts problem and have 
taken steps to obtain it. 
The next area explored was the parentts. attitude 
toward the ohildts experiences in school, recreation~ 
peer groups and the home. The parents in the PRESENTING 
group were ,.rejecting" of the child's experiences in the 
. . 
school situation, whereas the parents in the EXISTING 
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group were "ambivalent." However, the EXIS'.riNG group 
were ''accepting" o:f the childts recreational endeavors 
but the PRESENTING group were "ambivalent11 about this. 
A higher degree o:f "acceptance" was note.d :for the :fathers 
than was :for the mothers in the PRESENTING group :for 
this category. The parents in the EXISTING group had 
a "rejecting" attitude toward the childfs experiences 
. . 
with peel' groups and in the home. The parents in the 
· PRESEN'fiNG g!'oup were more "am.bival~nt" about the ohildts 
peer group relationships and showed an almost even dis-
tribution o:f "accepting" and "rejecting" attitudes toward 
the child in the home. 
The most st~iking response noted is the "ambi-
valent" attitude o:f the parents in the EXISTING group 
. toward the child r s per:formano e in school. This is con-
trary to. what one would expect, since they originally 
did not present the poor scholastic achievement o:f the 
child as a problem. 
It is possible to account ;'or this predominant 
attitude i:f we consider that the· parent may :feel that 
he is judged in accordance with his child's performance 
in school.. He may be concerned about the child$s accom-
plishments in that they are a reflection o:f himself. 
However, to admit that the child has a problem and to 
seek help with it, is to admit that they themselves are 
.faiJ.ures. 
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We can further _speculate that the parent has 
difficulty in seeking help f'or a problem of' this type 
due to some particular sensitivity to the problem based 
on his own experiences in school. He cannot admit to 
- . 
h~self that the child has a problem but he is concerned 
about the school's ·reaction to his childts scholastic 
achievement. Tb.er.ef'ore, he is ambivalent about the 
child's problem. 
The most striking differences between these two 
groups are the following: the :PRESENTING group t s greater 
desire for upward mobility,· greater concern and anxiety 
surrounding the symptom, and also the ability of' the 
parents in this group to look at themselves more object-
ively. Tkese factors underscore the Social Work con-
cepts of starting where the client is and moving at his 
pace. If the worker dealing with the parents in the 
EXISTING group had moved faster than the client and had 
. -
attempted to +mpose his values 1n r-elation to scholastic 
achievement, he evidently would have met with resistance. 
The client coming to an agency for help is under 
a great deal of stress. He is -suffering because of some 
partioula_r problem or problems but also because his prob-
lem has placed him in the position of. having to ask for 
help. The worker who knows that the client is threatened 
by this new situation also knows that the client's de-
fensive structure will be in operation to protect him 
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from whatever is threatening. The worker•s first task 
is to illustrate to the client that he will not have to 
defend himself. In order to accomplish this task the 
worker 1 in the beginning oc:mtacts with the client, must 
aooept and listen rather than explore. 
In this accepting atmosphere a relationship can 
develop within which the client realizes he can trust 
the worker 1 knowing that the worker is sincerely inter-
ested and desirous of helping him. 
The relationship begins, whether it be good or 
bad, at the point where there is an interchange of feel-
ings, ideas, or attitudes between the worker and the 
cl.ient. The client usually begins by presenting his 
problem. Therefore, this problem is of particular im-
portance to the worker in his attempts at establishing 
a good working relationship. This is the problem which 
the client is most concerned about. The worker must be 
attentive to the client'.s presentation in order to under-
stand ther•speoifio nature of the problem.. The worker•s 
lack of attention to the presenting problem might well 
be seen by the client as a form of rejection or .lack of 
interest. 
In. the initial stages of intake, if the worker 
explores the problem to gain further understanding, his 
premature activity may ne interpreted by the client as 
an attack or an attempt at placing the blame. The client, 
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who might already be quite guilt-ridden, can present his 
problem best in hi'S own way. 
This study illustrates the various meanings that 
the childls poor scholastic achievement has for these 
two groups of parents. It is ~portant that the worker 
start with the prei>blem that is presented by the parent 
rather than reacting to the child t s school problem or:: 
attempting to solve it without enlisting the aid of the 
parents. 
This study exemplifies that various factors can 
. . 
influence how a family views a symptom. It points up the 
importance of knowing how the family views a symptom so 
that we can determine why they view it in this manner. 
Only in knowing this are we equipped to help them with 
the problem. 
A few of the factors which have bearing on the 
parental attitudes toward poor scholastic achievement 
have been noted. The writer, realizing the limitations 
of the study, knows that these factors can only be seen 
as having ·a bearing on the attitudes of the parents in-
cluded in the study. 
A further consideration of this topic might be 
a study of the effect of cultural backgroun.ds on parental 
attitudes toward poor s:Oholastic achievement. It can be 
speculated that in·some cultures scholastic achievement 
is not valued to the extent that it is in our own culture. 
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This cou1d lead to a consideration of the extent of 
socialization of the individual into the new culture. 
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APPENDIX 
SCHEDULE 
. - -
I. Background Oharacteristics 
1. Factual 
Age 
Religion 
2. Composit~on of Home. 
Siblings 
Position 
. ). Economic 
Income, determined by fee schedule 
One or both parents working 
~atherfs type of work 
Unskilled 
Semi~skilled 
skill.ed 
Professional. 
4. Education .· 
father 
Grammar 
High s·ohool. 
Ool.l.ege · · 
other (poss'lbl.y 
Mother 
trade) 
Grammar 
High School. 
College 
II. ·cr.naracte~i~tics of and Par&ntal. Attitudes to Symptom 
1. Duration 
" 2. Att~tude as to extent of probl.em 
Mother Father 
3'~ Attitude to possibility of problem being solved· 
Mother Father 
4' • 'Who is going to sol.ve problem 
Mother Father 
5. Attempts at Solution 
64 
6. Pal'ents attempts at solution 
Discipline (punishment) 
Rewal'd 
Other · 
7~ How they got to clinic 
A. Method of' referral··· 
School 
Self' 
Other. 
B·. Extent of' school pressure 
Great 
Medium 
Weak 
None 
8. Degr~e of' Problem (as determined by prox~ity. to :failure) 
Passing 
Borderline 
Failing 
.. 
III. Pare~tal. Attitudes Toward Childhood Experiences 
School: 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
:[{ejecting· 
:Recreation·: 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
Peer Group: 
-Accepting 
Ambivalent· 
R,ejeoting 
Father 
65' 
Home: 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
IV. Parental Attitudes to Son 
School: 
Accepting 
.Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
Recreation: 
Accepting 
~bivalent 
:aejecting 
Peer Group: 
Home: 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
Rejecting 
Accepting 
Ambivalent 
~ejecting 
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Mother Father 
Mother Father 
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